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Overall costs of transportation and
storage would appear to be lower at
these sites.
Therefore. I believe Hanford and Savannah River offer excellent sites for
the temporary, dry cask storage of civilian spent nuclear fuel until a permanent geologic repository is available.
At this point. I would like to make
clear my
support for
continued
progress toward a permanent geologic
repository.
Hanford and Savannah
River already have defense nuclear
waste and spent nuclear fuel from defense and research activities that is
destined for the permanent geologic repository. This proposal is intended to
hasten the day that those wastes, as
well as the civilian spent fuel, are sent
away from the sites for permanent disposal. I realize that at this time, nobody wants to store nuclear waste. Incentives must be offered. The communities near Hanford and Savannah
River will understandably ask. what's
in it for us?
I would be prepared to pursue benefits for these communities if they are
inclined to take spent commercial fuel
on an interim basis only. First, I am
working with several of my colleagues
to develop
legislation
that will
prioritize DOE cleanups in accordance
with actual risks. That approach will
result in Hanford and Savannah River
being cleaned up faster, since many of
the high-risk problems are located
there. Second. I am encouraging the
privatization of efforts to vitrify-or
turn into glass--high-level
liquid
wastes at Hanford. This is the best way
to stabilize the liquid tanks and make
them safe.
Third. we are offering new construction and economic activity associated
with the construction and operation of
an interim, above ground, dry cask
storage site. This will help address the
job losses and economic declines associated with the end of defense-related
activities at Hanford and Savannah
River. Fourth, there are other arrangements. including financial incentives,
that can be considered. Whether or not
DOE continues to exist as a Cabinetlevel agency. its functions and operations will be significantly scaled
back. As the various DOE sites compete for the remaining missions, special consideration could be given to a
site that hosts the interim storage facility. Other benefits to communitIes
agreeing to host an interim storage
site can also be discussed.
Finally, to provide assurances to the
local communities of RichlandfPasco/
Kennewick. WA; Aiken, SC; and Augusta. GA. that the interim dry cask
storage sites are not intended to be
permanent, work on Yucca Mountaln
will be continued. Remember, there is
already spent nuclear fuel at these
sites that is destined for a permanent
geologic repository, when one is available. It Is in the long-term interest of
these facilities to participate in a program that will take care of the imme-
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diate problem so that the work on the facilities. while providing a legislative
permanent repository can go forward.
framework for DOE to meet its obliga.
In addition to selecting a site. there tLion to take possession of the Nation's
are four elements that we should in- civilian spent nuclear fuel.
clude in a legislative bill dealing with
spent nuclear fuel. First, in order
construct a central interim storage faq,
FOREIGN OWNERSHIP OF
cility in a timely manner, changes
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
must be made in the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act. These amendments should
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, the distinprovide: that licensing of an interim guished Majority Leader has indicated
storage facility can begin immediately; that, when the Senate returns from the
that the interim dry cask storage site upcoming recess, it will take up S.652,
can be constructed incrementally and the "Telecommunications Competition
that waste acceptance can begin as sec- and Deregulation Act of 1995." As my
tions are completed; that the NRC will colleagues are aware, this is a very imbe the sole licensing authority; short- portant piece of legislation dealing
term renewable licenses to ease NRC with many aspects of the complicated.
rulemaking; and that DOE will be fast-changing marketplace in teletreated like a private licensee.
communications and the many competSecond, to help ensure that the spent ing commercial interests in that marfuel can be moved from reactor sites to ketplace.
interim storage as soon as possible, a
Of great interest is the international
transportation system must be devel- marketplace in telecommunications
oped. Legislative changes would pro- equipment and services, which is exvide: that utilities are responsible for tremely lucrative, and is subject to the
obtaining casks; that DOE will take many of the same kind of barriers to
title to fuel at reactor site: that DOE entry for American companies that we
will be responsible for delivery; and a see in other business sectors. Curclear regulatory regime related to the rently. the US Trade Representative,
transportation of spent fuel.
Ambassador Mickey Kantor. has initlThird, to ensure that Yucca can be i- ated a 301 case against the Japanese in
censed, we should streamline licensing the area of automobile parts, after
provisions, specifying repository per- years of frustration in trying to gain
formance standards.
fair entry into the Japanese marketFinally, fourth, a budgetary frame- just as the Japanese have access into
work must be established that ensures the American market, and the Senate
that the money put into the Nuclear has strongly endorsed this action.
Waste Fund by the ratepayers Is avail- Similar problems exist in the teleable to the program in amounts suffi- communications field, and the bill as
dent to achieve the first three goals in reported from the Commerce Commita timely and efficient way.
tee includes a provision to protect our
These draft proposals outline a work- telecommunications companies from
able and efficient interim storage pro- unfair competition. The provision regram that would allow us to pursue the quires that reciprocity is needed in the
investigationof our permanent dis- international marketplace, and in adposal options, including a full study of lusting the rules for foreign ownership
the Yucca Mountain site. However, one of telecommunications services in the
lesson we have learned is that we can- U.S., the host countries pf those businot put all of our eggs in one basket. nesses seeking' mreaket access in the
We cannot solve every nuclear waste U.S. allow fair and reciprocal access to
and spent fuel issue before this country our telecommunications providersin
in this Congress. However. we can set those nations.
up the beginnings of a workable inteThis is a case of fairness, and the
grated nuclear waste management System that will allow succeeding genera- Committee has wisely included needed
tions to apply new technologies to leverage for the Administration to prod
our trading partners into opening their
these problems,
In conclusion. I have given a basic markets.
outline of principles Congress must adGiven the highly lucrative nature of
dress if we are to solve these two major the telecommunications marketplace,
environmental problems. As chairman the stakes of gaining market access to
of the Committee on Energy and Natu- foreign markets are high. It should be
ral Resources, I pledge to continue our no surprise that securing effective margoal of reaching a common sense and ket access to many foreign markets.
comprehensive solution. We'd like to including those of our allies, including
do that with the help of President Clin- France, Germany and Japan has been
ton and his Department of Energy, So very difficult. Those markets remain
far. I have not seen sufficient indica- essentially closed to our companies,
tion they really want to be a part of dominated as they are by large monopany solution. Unfortunately, this issue olies favored by those governments. In
is not one where America can be with- fact. most European markets highly reout leadership. I will look forward to strict competition in basic voice assrworking with all of those who have an ices and infrastructure. A study by the
interest and concerns to resolve what Economic Strategy Institute in Deoeais undoubtedly one of America's most ber of 1994 found that "while the U.S.
frightening problems, the management has encouraged competition in all tellof waste left at DOE defense weapons communication sectors except the
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local exchange, the overwhelming majority of nations have discouraged com-petition and maintained a public monopoly that has no incentive to become
more efficient." U.S. firms. as a result
ttntense competitlon here in the U.S.,
*Q0vIde the most advanced and effllent telecommunications services in
the world, and could certainly compete
effectively in other markets if given
the chance of an open playing field.
The see study found that "U.S. firms
are blocked from the majority of lucrative international opportunities by foreign government regulations prohibiting or restricting U.S. participation
and international regulations which intlnically discriminate and overcharge U.S. firms and consumers."
This study found that the total loss in
revenues to U.S. firms, as a result of
foreign barriers is estimated to be over
5100 billion per year between 1992 and
the turn of the century. These are staggering sums.
Thus the administration has adopted
an aggressive incentives-based strategy
for foreign countries to open their tele,communications services markets to
U.S. companles. First. as my colleagues are aware, the negotiations
which led to the historic revision of the
.GATr agreement and which created
Ah World Trade Organization were unbie to conclude an agreement on teleaommunications services. Thus. sepa1ate negotiations are underway in Geneva today to secure such an agreement. in the context of the Negotiating
Group on Basic Telecommunications.
In the absence of such an agreement.
we must rely on our own laws to protect our companies and to provide lev:eMge over foreign nations to open
their markets. To forego our own natonal leverage would do a great disService to American business and
would be shortsighted-the result of
which would be not only a setback to
our strategy to open those markets.
but pull the rug out from under our negotiators in Geneva to secure a favorable international agreement for open
telecommunications markets. Indeed.
tough U.S. reciprocity laws are clearly
1keded by our negotiators to gain an
mceptable. effective, market opening
agreement in Geneva in these so-called
OATS (General Agreement on Trade in
Services] negotiations.
Second. the bill as reported by the
,,0osnerce Committee supports a stratto provide incentives for foreign
0trtry market opening by condi.twing new access, to the American
rket upon a showing of reciprocity
-the markets of the petitioning fori Companies. Current law, that is
&
of the Communications Act
;i:4 ion 310
Provides
that a foreign entity
'ot obtain a common carrier Ii89680 -itself, and may not own more
Ae,*
percent of any corporation
UOw.0s or controls a common carW::..iie
. This foreign ownership
~~O
has not been very effective
te
foreign carriers
U.S. market. The

~~flgthe
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FCC has had the discretion of waiving
this limitation if it finds that such action dues not adversely affect the public interest. In addition, the law does
not prevent some kinds of telecommunications businesses, such as
operation and construction of modern
fiber optic facilities or the resale of
services in the U.S. by foreign carriers.
Nevertheless. maintaining restrictions
on foreign ownership is generally consideredby U.S. industry to be useful as
one way to raise the issue of unfair foreign competition and to maintain leverage abroad. Therefore the bill establishes a reciprocal market access
standard as a condition for the waiver
of Section 310(b). It states that the FCC
may grant to an alien, foreign corporation or foreign government a common
carrier license that would otherwise
violate the restriction in Section 301(b)
if the FCC finds that there are equivalent market opportunities for U.S.
companies and citizens in the foreign"
country of origin of the corporation or
government.
Even though Section 310 has not prevented access Into our market, the existence of the section has been used by
foreign countries as an excuse to deny
U.S. companies access to their markets. The provision in S. 652. applying
a reciprocity rule. makes it clear that
our market, will be open to others to
the same extent that theirs are open to
our investment. This is as it should be.
Given the importance of this provision. and the tremendous stakes involved in the future telecommunications markets worldwide, a number
of issues regarding the provision have
been raised, including the role of the
President In reviewing FCC decisions.
how the public interest standard
should be applied. whether our negotiators should have wide authority to
exercise leverage among telecommunications market segments, to what extent Congress should be informed and
involved in the developing policies
which effectively define the American
public interest, the impacts of the legislation on the ongoing negotiations in
Geneva for a multilateral agreement.
what mechanisms are needed to ensure
that promises for market access turn
into reality by foreign nations--after
the ink on an international agreement
Is dry-and several other matters.
In order to clarify and develop a
fuller understanding of the ramifications of the provision of S. 652, I wrote
Ambassador Kantor on April 3. 1995, soliciting his views in five areas: First.
the impacts of the provision on the ongoing telecommunications
negotiations in Geneva; second. the nature of
foreign market behavior that would
trigger action under the concept of reciprocity in the bill: third, the likely reactions of foreign governments to the
provision; fourth, the most useful role
that the United States 'Trade Representative can play In implementing
the proposal in the bill: and. fifth, his
suggestions for any changes which
might strengthen the effectiveness of
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the provision. I received a very full
reply from Ambawdor Kantur on
April 24, 1995. which I ask unanimous
consent be printed in the RECORD at
this point. I commend the Ambassador
for his attention to this matter, and
am sure that his reply will be useful to
the Senate when the bill comes to the
floor. I hope that the Senate will have
a good debate on this particular provision, and hope that we will seize this
historic opportunity to put into place
effective reciprocity tools to truly
open the world's economies to opportunities for American genius and labor.
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
APRIL3, 995.
Ambassador MicxeY KANTOR.
U.S.Trads
Represesnttive,
Washington. DC.
DEAR MR. AMBASSADOR: The Senate will
Soon take UPS. 61M,the Telecommunications
Competition and Deregulation Act of 105. to
promote competition In the telecomrnusnlcations industry. I srnwriting tosolicit your
views on the revision of foreign ownership
provisions. specifically the revision to Seetion
310(b)
of the 1934Communications Act.
As you may know. the Commerce Committee's
reported bill would allow the FCC to
waivecurrent statutory limits on foreign investment In U.S. telecommunications services If the FCCfinds
that there are -equivalent market opportunities~ for U.S. companiesand citizens In the foreign country
where the investor or corporation is altuated.
I would like to have your assessment of the
impact of this provision for both enhancing
the prospects of U.S. penetration of foreign
markets. and for foreign Investment In
American telecommunications companies
and systems.
Specifically, what impacte and advantages
can we anticipate will result from enactment
of this provision on the ongoing
negotiations
in Geneva on Telecommunications which has
beenestablished under the GATT. to be Incorporated into the General Agreement On
Trade inServices?
Second. which markets In Asia and Europe
are now closed to U.S. telecommunications
services in sucha way that action on the
basis of the concept of Reciprocity In the
Senate bill Is likely? What timeframes for
such action. Ifany. would you contemplate?
Third. what has been the position of nations whose markete are closed to U.S. telecommunications services in the way of Intltying their lack of access, and what likely
reactions can we anticipate from those nations as a result of this legislative provision?
What role do you think can be most usefully played by youroffice in effectively im.
plementing the provision that has been recormmended?
Lastly. is analyzing the legislation reported from the Senate Commerce Committee. do you haveany suggestions S to how
the provision might be strengthened to better serve the goal of opening foreign markets
to U.S. telecommunications services and
products?
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely.
ROBERT C.BTRn.
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THE U.S. TRADe Rg
ESENTATIVE.
Washington.DC, Apil 24.1995.
Hon. RoBEr BYRD,
U.S. Senate.
Wohigton. DC.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: This is to respond to
your letter of April 3. 1996 regarding S. 652,
the 'Telecommunications Competition and
Deregulation Act of 19M" and its proposed
revision of Section 310b)of the Communion.
tions Act of 1934. The Departnents of Commerce. Justice, State and Treasury have concurred in this response to your letter.
The Administration and the U.S. telecommunications industry are united in their
support for Congressional action to revise
the foreign ownership rules under Section
310(b).As Vice President Gore indicated recently to our G-N partners, the Administration seeks legislation to allow nsto open further our common carrier
elecommunications market to the firms of countries
which open their markets to the American
common carrier telecommunications industry. This would contribute greatly to the development of the Global Information Infrastructure IGU).
As you know, the U.S. leads efforts In the
World Trade Organization (WTO) aimed at
reaching a market-opesing agreement on
basic telecom services. The U.S. negotiating
team-led by the USTR with representatives
from the Departments of Commerce, Justice,
State and the Federal Communications Commission-has successfully advanced U.S. objectives at the WTO talks.
I have attached detailed responses to each
of your five questions, By amending the legislation as we suggest, the Congress would
provide effective market-opening authority
for both multilateral and bilateral negotiations on basic telecommuncatlons services.
We stand ready to work with you to develop legislation which can serve our shared
interestina strongerU.S. economy and the
development of the Global Information Infrastructure. We would also be pleased to
provide your staff with a briefing on the etatoo of maJor telecom services markets in
Asia, Europe and Latin America at their

convenience,
Sincerely.
MICHAEL KANT OR.

Attachments.
I. Specifically, what impacts
and advantages can we anticipate will result from en-

actment of this provision on the ongoing negotiations in Geneva on Telecommunnations which have been established under
the GAT'T to be incorporated into the General Agreement on Trade in Services?
Answer: the U.S. maintains one of the
world's most open and competitive markets.
Our objective inthis negotiation is to obtain
firm commitments regarding similar levels
of opennem in the markets of other important trading partners.
Legislation providing the Government
with effective market-opening authority
with respect to Section 310b)could have a
powerful positive effect on these talks. Section 3101b)is regarded by foreign companies
as a major barrier to market access in the
United States.
That perception is out of proportion to the actual effect of Section 310b).
Authority to remove this restraint through
international negotiations or on the basis
of
similar levels of openness could lead in turn
tothe removal of ownership restrictions and
monopoly barriers to U.S. companies in key
markets abroad.
U.S. firms are successful global players in
the common carrier telecommunications industry. Telecommunications companies In
many major developed countries regard access to the U.S. market as a strategic imperative. Legislation providing the Government
with effective market-opening authority Is
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essential if we are to level the playing field
for U.S. firms. This authority would greatly
enhance the prospects for U.S. penetration of
foreign markets-markets that now are
sanctuaries for our companies' top competitors. At the same time. it would benefit the
U.S. economy by greater openness to foreign
investment in this growing sector2.Second, which markets In Asia and Europe are now closed to U.S. telecommunications services in such a way that action on
the basis of the concept of reciprocity in the
Senate bill is likely? What time frames for
such action, if any, would you contemplate?
Answer: Most markets in Europe. Asia and
elsewhere have monopoly arrangements
which prohibit or restrict both foreign ownership of basic telecommunications Infrastructure and provision of basic services. For
example, most Member States of the European Union have voice telephone service monopolies. which they plan to maintain at
least until 1998. The European Union and its
Member States may introduce reciprocity
provisions on foreign ownership in the atsence of a successful conclusion to the VITO
negotiations. In Japan and Canada, foreign
ownership of firms that own telecommunications infrastructure isrestricted to 33 percent.
Foreign governments remain cautious
about allowing competition to firms which
remain state-owned or controlled. In the
past these companies have been regarded
mainly as state-managed sources of employment and demand for domestic high tech
goods.
Our key trading partners are much more
likely to open their basic celecom services
markets to U.S. companies in return for a
balanced market-opening commitment by
the U.S- which includes changes to the restrictions on common carrier radio licenses
in Section 310(b).Unilateral action by the
U.S. to eliminate these Section 310(b)provislons would forfeit leverage yis-a-yis
these
countries.
. Effective market-opening legislation would
reaffirm our commitment to the principles
of private investment and competition and
would allow us to challenge Oar key trade
partners to embrace fully these p1iinciples.
The WTO negotiations have a deadline of
April 30. 196. We seek market-opening action within that time frame.
3. Third. what has been the position of nations whose markets are closed to U.S. telecommunications services in the way of justifying their lack of access, and what likely
reactions can we anticipate from those nations as a result of their legislative provision?
Answer: Foreign markets are closed to
U.S. firms, in varying degrees, mainly due to
the worldwide heritage of natural monopoly
in basic telecommunications services. The
United States moved first to begin abandoning this approach over twenty years ago. The
very successful American result in terms of
increased information sector employment.
fast-growing high-technology industries and
better services to consumers and businesses
has helped to motivate some key trading
partners gradually to abandon monopoly as
well. But progress has been incremental at
best, with most markets only allowing competition in data and value-added services.
Very few trading partners have taken steps
to liberalize their basic infrastructure and
voice telephone service markets. Even the
United Kingdom. which now has one of the
most liberal basic telecommunications services markets, still maintains a duopoly on
facilities-based internationa services.
Some trade partners regard global market
access as a stmtnic imperaive fer their
companies. Since the United States repsesents about one-Quarter of the world
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telcom services market, we can expet thes
nations will seek to obtain the benefit ofa*y
market-opening steps offered by the U S. in
this way. we hope to negotiate an exchange
of narket-opening commitmente in the WVTO
productively with these trade partoers.
Other significant trade partners which
have Inefficient telecommunications mono>oles are faced with large unrnet domestir
demand for basic telecommunlcations services. Nonetheless. they remain cautious
about allowing competition. The WOT negotiations offer an opportunity to harniohise
and to expedite these parties' transition
away from monopoly and towards reliance
on private investment and competition.
4. Fourth. what role do you think can most
usefully be played by your office in effectively implementing the proposal that has
been recommended?
Answer:
The Federal Communications
Commission recently proposed to onsider
foreign market access in certain decisions
affecting foreign-affillated firms. The role of
the Executlve Branch as defined by statutory reform of Section 310(b)
should conform
with the view expressed below by the Executive Branch in its recent comments on the
FCC's proposed rulemaking. In comments
filed on April 11.1995 by the Commerce Department's National Telecommunications
and Information Administration on behalf of
the Executive Branch. we stated.
'"The Commission ... has authority over
the regulation of US.-based telecommunications carriers in interstate and foreign
commerce, as well as concurrent authority
with the Executive Branch to protect competition involving telecommunications carriers by enforcing certain provisions of the
antitrust laws. In carrying Out its regulatory
responsibilities, the Commission may help
effectuate the policy goals and initiatives of
the Executive Branch and promote U.S interests indealing with foreign countries. Accordingly the Commission must accord great
deference to the Executive Branch with respect to U.S. national security, foreign relations, the interpretation of internatiocal
agreements, and trade (as well as direct investment as it relates to international trade
policy). The Commission must also continue
to take intoaccount the Executive Branch's
views and decisions with respect to antitrust
and teecommunications and information
pollicisa"
The Administration plans to work with the
Commission to establish a process to take
the respective authorities of the Commission
and Executive Branch agencies into acccunt
in making such determinations.
5. Lastly, in analyring the legislation reported from the Senate Commerce Committee. do you have any suggestions a to how
the provision might be strengthened to bettsr serve the goal of opening foreignmarkets
to U.S. telecommunications services and
products?
Answer: First.the legislation should provide the Executive Branch with leverage to
negotiate greater openness, in conformance
with the view expressed by the Executive
Branch in its recent comments on the FCC's
proposed ruiemaking. Otherwise, the legislation reported from the Senate Commerce
Committee would make market access factorsdeterminative, in a departure from the
FCC's existing public interest standard.
Under the existing public interest standard.
the government can exercise discretion with
respect to foreign investors from otherwise
unfriendlynations.
Second. the bill should provide authority
to conform with the obligations of a success
ful outcome in the WTO negotiations. This
would require the U.S. to make any new
market-opening commitments on a muat-favored-nation (MFN) basiswithin the framework of the General Agreement On Trade in
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Services (GATSI. In order to provide effec.
In short, a great deal of our Nation's
ove leverage in tese talks. legislation to re- economic activity comes from the
form Section 310(b)should explicitly provide record number of entrepreneurs living
for the Government to take on such an obli.
gation. it' the %-m basic telecommunl, the Arherican Dream. Our job in Gvernment is to make sure that condieatlons services negotiations are not sucessful, the U.S. will take a most-favored-na- tions are right for that dynamic activtins exception for basictelecommunications ity to continue and to grow.
services under the OATS.
.
And we are taking important steps.
Third. the bill's market-segment-for-mar- Maintaining a strong economy while
ket-segment approach should he dropped to continuing to lower the Federal budget
allow market opening generally balanced deficit may be the most important step
among telecommunications services mar- we in Government can take. A iower
ketw.
Fourth and finally. the bill's "naphack"
deficit means that more savings can go
provislon is a unilateral provision to remove into new plant and equipment and that
negotiated benefits which would be unac- interest rates will be lower. It means
ceptable to as if proposed by other nations that more small businesses can get the
Me themselves. It is unnecessary insofar as financing they need to get started:
-the FCC can already condition authorizaWe are finally bringing the Federal
c±-Vm andreopen them if the conditions later deficit under control. In 1992the deficit
z=xm,
not
met.
consistent
with
U.S.
interkws
529 blln.
.thdeitwa
the deficit was
bllion. B~y1994,
_:
a S29
rx- , obligatios
oi..J $2{ billion; we project that it will fall

of taxpayer funds invested in the program.
Through the Small Business Investment Company iSBIC) program, a
group of new venture capital firms are
expected to make available several billion dollars in equity financing for
startups and growing firms. The SBIC
program will continue to grow as regulations promulgated in the past year
facilitate financing with a newly created participating equity security Instrument.
And the Securities and Exchange
Commission's simplified filing and registration requirements for small firm
securities have helped encourage new
entries by small firms into capital
markets.
We are recommending other changes
that will help make more capital availto $193 billion in 1995.
able to small firms. In reauthorizing
JMESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
Deficit reduction matters. We have Superfund, my Administration seeks to
enjoying the
combined
lender liability for Superfund reMessages from the President of the been
of unemployment lowest
and Inflation inrate
25 limit
".United States were communicated to
mediation costs, which have had an adUitedSeates wyerThommani,
to years. Gross domestic product has in- verse effect on lending to small busithe Senate by Mr. Thomas, one of his creased, as have, housing starts. New
secretaries.
business incorporations continue to nesses. Interagency teams have been
examining additional cost-effective
climb. We want to continue bringing ways to expand the availability of
EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED the deficit down in a way that protedcs small business financing, such as new
As in executive session the PRESID- our
economic
to the
recovery,
needs of
people, pays
attention options for expanding equity investand empowers
ments in small firms and improveING OFFICER laid before the Senate
ments to existing microlending efforts:
messages from the President of the small business men and women.
We've also recognized that we call
o
Aeio
Fw
h
CAPITALe
United States submitting sundry nomiOne area on which we have focused help small business people incrasi
nations which were referred to the aptheir
available capital through tax re/attention is increasing the availability
ProPriate committees.
(The nominations received today are of capital to new and small enterprises, ductions and Incentives. We increased
by
75
percent, from 110.000 to $17,500.
printed-at the end of the Senate pro- especially the dynamic firms that keep
cedings.)
us economic
competitive and contribute so much the amount a small business can deto
growth.
duct as expenses for equipment purBank regulatory policies are being chases. Tax incentives in the 1993
REPORT ON THE STATE OF SMALL revised to encourage lending to small Budget Reconciliation Act are having
BUSESS--MESSAGE FROM THE firms. Included in the Credit Availabil- their effect, encouraging long-term InPRESIDENT-PM 53
ity Program that we introduced in 1993 vestment In small firms. And the
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid be- are revised banking regulatory policies empowerment zone program offers sigfore the Senate the following messages concering somefsall business loans nificant tax incentives-a 20 percent
from the President of the United and permission for financial institu- wage credit, 120,000 In expensing, and
create "'character loans."
States, together with an accompanying tions
New tolegislation
supported by my Ad- tax-exempt facility bonds--for firms
within the zones.
report;
which
wasBusiness.
referred to the Com- ministration
ITr
and enacted in September
Small
mittee on
REOULATION
ANo PAPERWORK
1994. the Reigle Community DevelopBut increasing the availability of
To the Congress of the United States:
ment and Regulatory Improvement Act capital to small firms is only part of
I am pleased to forward my second of 1994, establishes a Community De- the battle. We also
have to make sure
annual report on the state of small velopment Financial Institutions Fund that Government doesn't get
business, and to report that small busi- for community development banks. way. And we're making progress in the
In our
neses are doing exceptionally well. amends banking and securities laws to efforts to create a smaller, smarter.
Bsness starts and incorporations encourage the creation of a secondary less costly and more effective Governwere up in 1993. the year covered in market for small business loans, and ment that is closer to home-closer
to
this report. Failures and bankruptcies reduces the regulatory burden for fi- the small businesses and citizens
it
were down. Six times as many jobs nancial institutions by changing or serves.
were created as in the previous year. eliminating 50 banking regulations.
In the first round of our reinventing
primarily in industries historically
Under the Small Business Adminis- Government initiative-the National
dominated by small businesses.
tratlon Reauthorization and Amend- Performance Review-we asked
Small businesses are a critical part ments Act of 1994, the Small Business ernment professionals for their Govbest
Of our economy. They employ almost 60 Administration (SBA) is authorized to
ideas on how to
a better GovernPercent of the work force, contribute 54 increase the number of guaranteed ment with lesscreate
red tape. One recPercent of sales, account for roughly 40 small business loans for the next 3 ommendation was that
Federal agency
Percent of gross domestic product, and years. The budget proposed for the SBA compliance with the Regulatory Flexiare responsible for 50 percent of private will encourage private funds to be dissctor output. More than 600.000 new rected to the small businesses that bility Act--that requires agencies to
firms have been created annually over most need access to capital. While con- examine proposed and existing regulathe peast decade, and over much of this tLinuing cost-cutting efforts, the plan tions for their effects on small entities--be subject to judicial review. In
eriod, small firms generated many of proposes to fund new loan and venture
ths Nation's new jobs. As this report capital authority for SBA's credit and other words, they said we need to put
documents. entrepreneurial small busi- investment programs. Changes in the teeth in the legislation requiring Federal agencies to pay attention to small
B
ae also strong innovators, pro- SBA's 7ia) guaranteed loan program business concerns
when they write regttwice as many significant inno- will increase the amount of private sec- ulations.
That proposal has been under
!tlons as their larger counterparts.
tor lending leveraged for every dollar
debate in the Congress.
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